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You know these characters: The ranger, the fighter, the wizard, the rogue. But haven't you ever

wondered how they learned to be those things?Three months into his studies at the Black River

Academy of Swordcraft and Spellcraft, Durren Flintrand is shocked by the news that from now on

he'll be assigned to a party, and that his only hope of progressing beyond the lowly rank of level one

is to succeed with his new companions. However, Durren has a secret that may make that

impossible, and his three partners have problems of their own. Wizard Areinelimus is terrified of her

own magic. Rogue Tia has no patience at all with others. And warrior Hule is just an idiot. In fact,

when a disembodied, floating eyeball is your most competent party member, you know you have

serious problems.To stand a chance of succeeding, they need to work together, and that means

learning to tolerate each other, while surviving a world of angry rat people, murderous sorcerers and

homicidal unicorns. But even if they can somehow find a way to get along, dark and ancient forces

are stirring, ones no level one students should ever have to confront...The Black River Chronicles is

a new fantasy series from David Tallerman and Michael Wills. Set in an academy for young

adventurers in training, the Black River Academy, our new dungeon crawlers set out to learn the

ropes. Follow them in their adventures and misadventures and see if they save the day, or flunk out

of school before earning their next level.KIRKUS REVIEWS - "Well crafted fantasy

fiction..."RECOMMENDED - by the US Review of Books5/5 STARS - Readers Favorite Book

ReviewsScroll up and grab a copy today.Thank you for your

interest.DigitalFictionPub.comFacebook.com/blackriverchroniclesTags: 2017 author best book
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Ever wondered what D&D would like look in book form, as a story? If so, then this is it. A sort of

D&D plus Harry Potter with an adventurer's academy.Good stuff, and I will be picking up the sequel!

Excellent book, eagerly awaiting more.

It's a fun little book. I'll give it that and the niche RPG genre makes it even more fun due to rarity of

the genre without being drawl and overly nerdy. As someone who loves rpgs and plays D&D I'd

recommend this book to anyone interested in fantasy or the RPG genre. Some minor spelling and

grammar issues came up sometimes but I'm nowhere near perfect when it comes to that so i didn't

mind since it wasn't near common enough to be an issue.

What a fantastic start to a new series. I like the character build, a slow discovering for whom they

are, the vast potential of what they are becoming. By the middle of the book, they have become real

and you are invested in them. Eagerly looking forward to their next adventure.Well written, steady

pace, no lags. All a round a good read. Please continue---

This book started out a bit slow for me and I almost didn't finish it. I decided to keep reading and

found that it got better. Aside from a situation that reminded me of Harry Potter, the story was

original. It seemed like a D&D campaign put to words, but that's not a bad thing. Despite having an

editor and proofreader, I found several typos, though they didn't detract from the reading flow. If you



like fantasy, you'll like this book.

The Black River Chronicles is a light story about a young man wanting to go to a school for heroes.

He's put on a team with other misfits and has to learn to work with them. It will be interesting to see

what happens next!

Well written, exciting story, loveable characters and quite enjoyable. I would recommend this book

to anyone of any age. Read it!

Surpringly good. I downloaded this without many expectations and really enjoyed it. I think most

gamers would appreciate the story and even get some ideas for a series of adventures.
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